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Deciding on a kitten
Whether you decide to get a particular breed or choose 
a mixed breed cat, it’s important to consider where you 
are getting your kitten from. We are strong advocates for 
rescuing your new pet. There are many cat rescue groups 
that are dedicated to finding cats and kittens the right 
forever home.

If you decide that you would like a particular breed  
of cat, a registered breeder can help you to find the right 
blood line. There are so many breeds of cat it can be  
hard to choose! 

Different breeds of cat may have different traits and 
different needs, so make sure to do your research by 
talking to lots of cat owners, breeders and your vet. 

Things that may differ between breeds include:

 Temperament
 Grooming requirements
 Energy levels
 Common health problems

TIP: Choosing a kitten
Be patient, although it is tempting to get a kitten as 
soon as possible, it pays to wait for the right one for 
you and your family.
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Before you bring  
your kitten home
Congratulations on deciding which kitten 
fits with your family! 
Before your new bundle of joy arrives home, take time to 
plan and get your home ready to ensure your new friend 
stays safe and has everything he or she needs.

It is important to make sure your house is safe by 
considering the following points before you bring your  
kitten home:

  Lock away any household cleaners, medications and 
pesticides to avoid access to nasty toxins.

  Your kitten will learn to jump quickly and can be  
caught off-guard by things such as balconies, 
unscreened windows, open washing machines, open 
dryers and toilets with the seat up, so make sure these 
areas are secure.

  Kittens may become curious about strings and ropes, 
which can be dangerous if chewed and swallowed,  
as well as electrical leads, which can cause great  
harm to them.

Make sure you have a few of the 
essentials to keep your kitten happy:

 Food
 Food bowl
 Water bowl
 Litter tray
 Litter scoop

 Litter
  Flea treatments
 Worming treatments 
 Collar and ID tag 
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 Carry cage
 Bedding
 Toys
 Scratching post

    Harness/lead  
(if needed)

  Crate/enclosure  
(if needed)



First days
Bringing your kitten home
The first day can be both a daunting and an exciting time 
for both the new kitten and for the whole family. 

Your little kitten will need a safe and confined area to 
help them settle in. It is best to start out by creating a 
designated ‘safe space’ in an enclosure, a crate or a  
small room. 

Set them up with a soft bed, toys, food, water and a litter 
tray. Try to make their area a positive place to be by 
spending lots of play and cuddle time there. You can then 
gradually give your kitten a larger space to explore under 
supervision as they settle in and become more confident. 

Other pets may become very curious about the new 
addition to the household, so make sure you introduce 
them slowly and safely, keeping the following tips in mind:

  For the first few days, it is best to let them all have  
their own space and just get used to the new smells in 
the house.

  Then over the next few days let your other pets  
spend short periods of time near the kitten area  
 under supervision.

  In time they will usually all be happy to share their 
space without all of the stress and over excitement.

  Always consider the impact a new kitten will have on 
your other pets. Make sure you also give them lots of 
love and attention to help them realise that the new 
kitten is not a threat and they are still important to you.

“ Your little kitten will need a 
safe and confined area to 
help them settle in. It is best 
to start out by creating a 
designated ‘safe space’ in 
an enclosure, a crate or a  
small room.”
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Introducing your kitten to the family
Your new cat will probably be skittish around new 
people and other pets at first, so here are a few tips for 
introducing them slowly. 

Children 
When you introduce your children to their new housemate, 
you’ll want to supervise their initial interactions and share 
some ground rules:

  No rough playing allowed. Explain that tail-pulling,  
ear-pulling and teasing will upset their new friend.

  Never grab. Tell your kids never to grab your cat or pick 
them up by the scruff of their neck. Instead, instruct 
them to place one hand under their chest, just behind 
their front legs. Place the other hand under their 
hindquarters, and gently lift with both hands.

  Stay calm. Help your kids understand that they 
shouldn’t startle the cat by shouting or raising their 
voices, even when she does something wrong.
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The best of both worlds
As a new pet owner, you’ll want to decide early on 
whether your new friend will live indoors with you or 
have the freedom to roam between the house and the 
yard. This is a difficult decision that depends on multiple 
factors, including whether or not you live close to a busy 
street or in a more secluded area.

Consider discussing the issue with your veterinarian 
who will know the general and local risks. If you choose 
to keep your new pet indoors, you can still give them a 
glimpse of the great outdoors. 

Here are a few ways for them to experience the excitement, 
without the danger: 

  A kitty window veranda. These boxes attach to the 
outside of your home and act as bay windows for your 
new friend. They can recline, and enjoy the smells and 
sights of the outdoors, while safely enclosed.

  A birdfeeder makes great Kitty TV, a birdfeeder creates 
the perfect scenery for gazing, and gives your cat the 
opportunity to bat at the birds without harming them. 

  Perches. Ideally, your cat wants to see the world from 
all angles. You can purchase cat perches – platforms 
placed next to the window – in a variety of shapes and 
sizes at your local pet store. Or, you can simply use a 
shelf, sofa, chair or small table as a perch. For safety, 
be sure to cover window screens with a security grille, 
which you can find at your local hardware store.

  Outdoor 
enclosures. Made 
of wood and wire, 
outdoor enclosures include 
everything from cat walks to free-
standing kitty “condos” and “penthouses” 
you can erect in your backyard. You’ll want 
to make sure your enclosure has strong roofing, cat 
furniture for sleeping and playing, plenty of shade and 
a steady supply of water. Consider staying outside 
while your cat is in their enclosure to prevent pet theft 
or run-ins with neighbourhood dogs.
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Feeding
Feline nutrition
Proper nutrition during critical growth periods will help your  
kitten mature into a strong, healthy adult cat.

Rapid growth stage – 2-6 months
After kittens are weaned, they enter a stage of rapid growth, 
which lasts through to 6 months of ages. They need a 
balanced diet to deliver the nutrients and energy to sustain 
such rapid development. Kittens have twice the energy 
needs of adult cats on a kilogram-per-kilogram basis. But 
their smaller mouths, teeth, and stomachs limit the amount 
of food they can digest during a single meal. Because every 
bite must be packed with nutrition, kittens require a diet 
that’s specifically formulated for growth. The best choice is 
food with animal-based proteins that is highly digestible, 
nutrient dense, and designed to meet a kitten’s unique 
nutritional needs.

Adolescence – 7-12 months
As kittens approach adult size, nutritional requirements 
begin to change again. The rate of growth begins to slow 
and activity levels may decline. During this stage, kittens 
begin to look like adults, but they are still growing and need 
the special nutrition found in kitten food.
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Which kitten food is right for your kitten?
Kittens should be fed a complete and balanced premium 
kitten diet that is designed to meet their nutritional needs.

Cats are obligate carnivores and need a high quality source 
of protein and essential amino acids. Taurine is one essential 
amino acid that must be provided in feline diets to avoid 
serious disease. 

Balanced calcium and phosphorus levels are important for 
strong teeth and bones and healthy muscles and nerves.

How to feed your finicky friend
Once you’ve chosen the best diet for your cat, you’ll want 
to make sure you’re feeding them in the best way possible 
to keep their finicky nature in check.  
Keep these tips in mind: 

  Give your cat access to fresh water at all times.
  Choose free-choice or portion-controlled feeding.

Many owners choose free-choice feeding, leaving food out 
at all times. Because cats generally eat only what they 
need, grazing up to 20 times a day, this may work for 
many cats.

However, some indoor cats don’t exercise much and 
may overeat if fed free-choice. In this instance, portion-
controlled feeding twice a day is a good alternative. 
Discuss your cat’s eating habits with your veterinarian to 
decide which one is right for your pet.

Refer to the back of your kitten food pack for suggested 
feeding guidelines. It’s important to note that every kitten is 
different, so adjust quantities based on the specific needs 
of your kitten. 

Black Hawk Kitten Chicken & Rice
Full of real meat, real 
veggies, no fillers and no 
nasties, Black Hawk Kitten 
is a complete and balanced 
natural diet formulated to 
support kittens through 
their growth phase. With 
chicken as a quality and 
digestible source of protein, 
the correct balance of 
vitamins, minerals and 
omega oils for growing 
bodies and minds.
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Changing from kitten to adult cat food
When your cat is about 12 months of age, it’s time to switch 
to a maintenance formula adult cat food. At this age, cats 
no longer need the extra calories and nutrients for growth 
supplied by kitten food. However, it is still important to feed 
them a high quality diet to maintain health and vitality. 

Remember to make this change, like any other change in 
a cat’s diet, a gradual one over a period of several days. 
A gradual switch helps minimize intestinal upsets. Monitor 
their weight and body condition during the transition, and 
adjust feeding portions if necessary.

Day 1 – 2,  
25% new food

Day 5 – 6,  
75% new food

Day 3 – 4,  
50% new food

Day 7,  
100% new food
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Training
Basic training tips
Kittens do a lot of learning in their first year of life, which 
makes this the best time to start teaching them your house 
rules. Training helps you and your kitten understand each 
other better.    

Kittens learn best through repeated positive 
encouragement and reward. Punishing kittens will cause 
them stress and can make them afraid to try new things – 
and we need them to trust you and try new things in order 
to learn.

Set some house cat rules with the family and try to be 
consistent. The key with training is to reward immediately 
to help your kitten associate an action with the signal you 
are giving.

 

Decide on a word or signal for each action you want to 
train. For example, as a signal to ask for them to hop off 
your lap or furniture, you may choose to say ‘down’ and/
or point at the ground. You would give this signal when you 
can see your kitten is about to step down off your lap or 
furniture and then reward them immediately for doing the 
right thing.

TIP: Kitten training
Avoid punishing kittens if they are showing a 
behaviour you do not want to encourage, such as 
biting or scratching. Instead, simply ignore them and 
give them attention again when they are showing the 
right behaviours.
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Toilet training
After showing your cat the location of their litter box (or 
boxes), begin by gently placing them in the box once 
every hour. Although they may scurry out, praise them 
whenever they use the box. Also, place them in their box 
whenever you notice them digging in a corner or pawing at 
a newspaper — these are signs that they may have to go.

  Clean the litter box regularly. Remove solid and liquid 
waste daily. Clean the litter box weekly to keep odours 
under control. Use warm, soapy water — not scented 
disinfectants that your kitten may dislike. Use litter tray 
liners for easy cleaning 

Make short work of accident cleanup:
  Soak up urine with paper towels and remove faeces with 

a poo bag.

  Treat the soiled area with a mild detergent solution.

  On carpeting, blot the stain — don’t scrub — and work 
from the outside toward the centre.

  To neutralize odours, use a product that’s veterinarian-
approved as safe to use around pets. It should be strong 
enough to mask the odour for your cat.

TIP: Toilet training
If the litter tray is located near living areas, then 
you might want to consider a litter with good odour 
control such as crystals and clumping litter. If they 
are located away from living areas in a garage where 
smell is not an issue, then a clay-based litter may be 
right for you.
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Troubleshooting
It can be frustrating to live with a wonderful cat that can’t 
seem to find their way to the litter box. Fortunately, if you 
take a calm, rational approach to uncovering the cause 
and treating the problem, you’ll increase your chances for 
success. Start with this checklist:

  Is the box too small? It should be big enough for your  
cat to step inside and turn around. If it’s too small, they’ll 
avoid it.

  Does your cat have litter box trauma? If they have had 
a bad experience (eg. loud noise) while they were in or 
near the box, they may have developed a negative litter 
box association. While they’ll step into the box, they 
may leave the box very quickly before using it. Also, ask 
your veterinarian for advice.

  Is the box dirty? A cat’s sense of smell is even more keen 
than a human’s, so if you can smell it they can smell it 
even more intensely. Be sure to clean the box every day.

  Do they dislike the litter? Try different substrates

  Do they have their own box? Because cats are territorial 
and unlikely to share, each cat needs a box of their own.

  Are they stressed/anxious? If your cat is pottying in the 
wrong place, this is a possibility. This can be due to 
stress from neighbourhood/family pets, new additions to 
the family or moving house/renovations. Be sure to get 
your veterinarian’s opinion for advice and treatment.

If you address all of these issues, and your cat is still 
urinating outside the litter box, they may have a medical 
problem. An increase in frequency of urination, large 
volumes of urine, straining or discomfort when urinating, 
and diarrhoea or constipation are all signs of illness. If you 
notice any of these, schedule an appointment with your 
veterinarian as soon as possible.

Spraying and marking 
When cats feel insecure, they may spray to mark  
their territory. This is normal. Avoid rubbing your cat’s  
nose in it, or putting them in the litter box afterwards, 
because cats take this punishment to heart and can 
become traumatized.
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Taking your cat out of the house
Owners may want to take their cats out of the house for 
many reasons, including trips to the vet or groomers, or 
perhaps even for some on lead adventures in the yard.

It is important to make sure your kitten is safely restrained 
and being watched closely whenever they are away from 
the home. To make sure they can always be brought back  
to you if they become lost, it is best to get your kitten used 
to a collar with a tag from a young age. Consider the 
following tips:

  Start with a soft collar with an elastic safety  
or release clip.

  Put the collar on them for short periods of time when 
they are eating or happily distracted to make wearing 
the collar a positive experience.

   Once your kitten is used to its collar, make sure to leave it 
on at all times.

  If you would like to walk your kitten around outside, get 
them used to a well fitted harness and lead in the same 
way and practice with small walks inside before taking 
the adventures outdoors.

When travelling with your kitten in the car or where there  
are other animals, a carry cage is the best way to keep  
your kitten safe and calm. 

TIP: Basic training
Get your kitten used to the carrier at home by leaving 
it in their area with some treats and food inside, even 
when there are no plans to travel.
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Health
Vaccinations
To make sure your little pal is healthy and getting a good 
start to life, they should be taken for regular visits to the vet. 
Your veterinarian will be able to advise on everything from 
how well your kitten is growing, to how to prevent against 
common diseases.  

Kittens should have their first visit to the vet at around 
6-8 weeks of age. At each visit, the vet will collect some 
general information on your kitten and will give them a 
thorough health check. All kittens should be vaccinated to 
prevent common and preventable diseases such as Feline 
Panleukopenia, Feline Herpes Virus and Feline Calicivirus. 

The first vaccination is usually given by the vet at their first 
visit. Booster vaccinations are given every 3-4 weeks until  
12-16 weeks of age, however vaccination protocols may 
vary. Kittens should be kept away from unvaccinated cats 
and public areas until their final kitten vaccination is done. 
Adult cats need to be given a booster vaccination every 1-3 
years as recommended by your veterinarian.

CORE VACCINES   
Recommended for all kittens

ADDITIONAL VACCINES  
As recommended by your vet

Feline Panleukopenia E.g. Feline Leukaemia Virus

Feline Herpes Virus E.g. Chlamydia Felis

Feline Calicivirus

TIP: Vaccinations
Check with your local 
Veterinarian for vaccination 
recommendation and 
frequency for your kitten.
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Worm and flea treatment
It is important to protect your pet from parasites.  
Flea and intestinal worm treatments should be started 
soon after taking your kitten home. There are several 
convenient flea and worm treatments on the market that 
can be used for kittens. Check with your veterinarian for 
recommendations on the best treatment options for  
your kitten.

Fleas breed very quickly and can build up in the 
environment that the kitten spends its time in. Just a few 
fleas can quickly become an infestation, so don’t leave  
them unchecked. 

Intestinal worms can make your kitten unwell and some 
feline intestinal worms can also cause disease in humans. 
Kittens should be wormed with an intestinal wormer at least 
monthly until 6 months of age as kittens are more prone to 
having worms than older cats. 

Microchipping 
To make sure your little one can be found if they ever go 
astray microchipping is a must. Some kittens will have a 
microchip when you buy them and others will need to have 
this done at the veterinary clinic.

Desexing
To prevent unwanted breeding and prevent some  
common health issues, cats that are not going to be  
used for breeding should be desexed by a veterinarian 
before 6 months of age. 

Desexing involves staying in hospital for a general 
anaesthetic and surgery.  Your kitten will need to rest when 
they get home and may have stitches which need to be kept 
clean and dry. Often the vet or nurse will ask to  
see your kitten again after 7-14 days to check that  
they are healing and remove their stitches.

Make sure to register your kitten with your 
local council and always keep them clearly 
identified with a collar and tag with their name 
and your contact details.

TIP: Worming tips
It can be a challenge 
to give some cats their 
worming tablet. Try using 
a syrup or ask your vet or 
nurse to demonstrate the 
best ways to give tablets.
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Dental care
It is important to start considering your cat’s dental care  
at a young age.  

Brushing their teeth daily is also a great way to keep their  
teeth and gums in good health. Make sure you get 
your kitten used to having their mouth touched before 
introducing brushing and only use cat toothpaste.

Your vet will check your cat’s teeth at each check up to look  
for early signs of dental disease, and will let you know if  
your cat has additional needs or is due for a dental  
procedure such as a scale and polish.

TIP: Dental care
One of the best ways to reduce plaque and tartar 
build-up is to encourage your cat to chew on 
specially designed dental treats and toys.
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Wellbeing
Play and stimulation
Exercise and play are not just important for physical health 
but are equally important for learning and development.

Cats are natural predators and love to stalk, chase and 
pounce. If they are provided with games and toys that allow 
them to use these natural behaviours in a healthy way, 
they are less likely to direct these behaviours towards their 
human (and non-human) housemates. If they do direct 
these behaviours at you, simply end the play session by 
walking away and try again later.

Provide them with lots of different small toys and some 
toys on a dangle rope for them to bat, toss and pounce on. 
Feeder toys containing food or treats are a great way to 
space out meals and keep your kitten busy. Make sure to 
rotate the toys regularly to keep it interesting. 

Cats look at the world very differently to their human 
friends. They love to climb, hide and hunt. By providing them 
with a ‘cat territory’ to do this in, we can help keep them 
mentally stimulated and in good physical shape. 

Set up a ‘cat territory’ area by providing tunnels, boxes and 
hiding holes for them to explore. They love to climb and be 
up high, so think vertically and plan out some safe platforms 
for them to jump onto. Make sure they have a cat scratching 
post to work those nails on too.

TIP: Play and stimulation
Kittens just love jumping into, rolling about and hiding 
in cardboard boxes.
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Grooming
In addition to maintaining skin and coat health, grooming 
is a great way to spend some quality time with your cat, as 
well as giving them it a quick health check in the process.

By regularly running your hands over your little kitten, you 
can start to get them used to being handled before you 
introduce the brush. Choose a brush that is gentle on your 
kitten’s skin and start with short grooming sessions. Lift 
them up onto a table with a non-slip surface and brush 
them gently from head to tail and toes.

Different coat types benefit from different brushes. For 
example, the slicker brushes are great for most fluffy or 
short coats, whereas shedding rakes are perfect for heavy 
shedders and tangled coats.

Getting your kitten used to having their feet touched while 
they are young will make the important task of trimming 
nails much nicer for you both. Only the very tip of the nail 
needs to be trimmed. If you are unsure of how much of the 
nail to trim, ask your vet to teach you how to avoid cutting 
too much and injuring the nail quick. 

TIP: Getting them used to being handled
While you are grooming your kitten, give it a quick 
check over. This is good practice for them and helps 
you notice any early signs of health problems. Have 
a look at their eyes and ears; check their teeth and 
gums; and look over their bodies for any sore spots or 
skin and coat changes.
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Troubleshooting
Frequently asked questions

What types of treats should I give my cat?
Although there are a range of treats on the market, it’s 
always best to choose the healthy option that is designed 
for cats. Select a treat that contains real meat as the main 
ingredient and uses human grade, natural ingredients. Treats 
should make up no more than 15% of your cat’s diet, with the 
other 85% coming from a quality, correctly balanced food.

How do I discourage my kitten from scratching  
the furniture?
Cats need to scratch to keep their nails in good health,  
so make sure they have a specially designed cat scratching 
post nearby. 

You can try spraying Catnip Spray on the scratching  
post to make it more appealing, and put toys around it to 
make it fun. 

Use a scratch deterrent such as a No Scratch spray on the 
furniture that you want to move them away from (but always 
spray a test patch somewhere discreet when using sprays to 
make sure it doesn’t damage the furniture surface).
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Should I feed my kitten table scraps?
We do not recommend feeding your kitten human food. 
Cats have different nutritional needs to people and the 
wrong foods can upset their stomachs and lead to nutritional 
imbalances. Some human foods such as chocolate, onions, 
grapes and avocados are toxic for cats. Stick to feeding your 
kitten a balanced food that is specially designed for them.

What do I do if my Kitten / Cat goes missing?
Start by looking all over the property and try rattling the 
food bag or tin to lure them out of hiding. If your cat does 
not show up, follow these steps:

Talk the your neighbours and call your local vet clinics 
and animal shelters to see if anyone has any helpful 
information. Leave your details and a photo with a 
description of your cat with them.

Put some food, water and their bed out the front to help 
them to find the familiar smells of home and if they do find 
their way home, they will be fed and hydrated.

Place a ‘lost pet’ ad on the ‘lost pet’ sites on the internet 
such as petsonthenet.co.nz and New Zealand Lost Pet 
Register and on social media including local community 
pages. Also, regularly check the ‘found pet’ pages online 
for any updates that may arise.

Post flyers in the area and an add in your local paper 
with your details, a photo of your cat and a description of 
them and any distinctive features they may have, also the 
details of the last time, date and place you saw them.

Don’t give up, if your cat’s still missing, simply work 
through these steps again.

Resources and further information
Masterpet New Zealand – masterpet.com
Black Hawk Pet Care – blackhawkpetcare.co.nz
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CONTACT US
Masterpet Corporation Limited  
143 Hutt Park Road 
Lower Hutt 5010, New Zealand
Customer Service  
0800 738 546 (NZ)

  blackhawkpetcare.co.nz 

  /blackhawkpetcare

Black Hawk, the ‘Every ingredient matters’ tagline, the Black Hawk shield 
device, the Black Hawk ‘Every ingredient matters’ shield device and  
‘The real food movement’ are trademarks of Masterpet Australia Pty Ltd   
ACN 000 333 353. ® Registered Trademark, © Masterpet Corporation Ltd.
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